Package of resources to support Edge Hill Alumni

We are pleased to announce that our Alumni can now access over 1,000 eJournals. These journals are part of collections from 6 publishers.

**Childlink** is a unique European database of information on Welfare, Education, Health, Lifestyle, Justice, Youth Affairs, Employment, and Benefit Issues. It is designed to provide helpful and up-to-date information for policy makers, academics and people working with children and young people.

**The Literary Encyclopedia** is a reliable scholarly online literary reference work for English-language readers, primarily in higher education. It publishes biographies of major and minor writers; scholarly descriptions of texts; and a variety of descriptive and critical essays on literary, cultural and historical matters.

**Project MUSE** is a provider of digital humanities and social science content. MUSE has full-text available from 185 scholarly journals and societies.

**Emerald** publishes in the fields of management disciplines from marketing, human resources management, and quality and operations management. This collection contains 175 journals.

The collection from **Sage** provides full text access to over 600 journals dating from 1999 onwards. Journals include those from learned societies and institutions, and across a broad range of subjects including business, humanities, social sciences, and science & technology.

**Credo Reference** is an online reference library of over 100 books. Credo Reference includes all types of reference books including encyclopaedias, dictionaries, thesauri and books of quotations.

Accessing these resources...

Our Alumni can access these eResources at home using the Edge Hill library catalogue (ehu.ac.uk/library), all you need is your library number and PIN. If you haven’t already joined the library as part of the Alumni package at Edge Hill, please contact us and learn more about these great resources.

www.edgehill.ac.uk/ls/library/visitors/alumni

Access to the Learning Services resources (both printed books and online journals) is free. Help, support and access to the resources is during our staffed hours.

Please check for our opening hours at: www.edgehill.ac.uk/ls/opening-hours or phone 01695 650800

Edge Hill Alumni can also...

- Access any of our staffed libraries - Ormskirk, Aintree and Manchester
- Join the library and borrow 5 books
- Use as reference copies all our print books and journals. You can also photocopy and print. Please ask a member of staff for assistance. (Copyright rules apply)
- Read newspapers (Catalyst - Ormskirk campus)
- Use a range of brand new study facilities in Catalyst (opening summer 2018)
- Use a number of educational and academic electronic resources as a day visitor. We provide one PC for visitor access. Visitors can use these resources under the terms of the walk in user licence. Please ask staff for more details.